Specialty Materials™
THE BEST GARMENT DECORATION PRODUCTS

HotMelt™

- Plotter-cut adhesive for use with our Textile Foils, Flocking Sheets, and Reflective Sheets
- Comes with no liner and a clear carrier
- Makes weeding detailed designs much easier

Clear SMCCH-100

Acceptable Fabrics
Cotton, Uncoated Polyester, Cotton/Polyester Blends, Polyester/Acrylic
Excluding Nylon

Sizing Available
Available Widths (in.): 19” only
Available Lengths (ft.): 15’, 30’, 45’, 60, 90, and 162’ rolls

Thickness
2.4 mils/60 microns

Test on dazzle cloth and other moisture-wicking polyesters. Moisture-wicking materials have better adhesion when washed and dried using no fabric softener or blotted with rubbing alcohol before pressing. Be advised that dye migration has occurred with low energy dyes in polyester and poly-blend fabrics.

Place foil over the Hotmelt, cover with Teflon Sheet & press for 10 seconds. Let cool completely, then peel. Wash inside out, cold water, line dry. Not suitable for dry-cleaning.
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